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in|sure Partner
The multidisciplinary partner system
The insurance market is subject to With a complete 360-degree view
constant change. The customer de- of your customers, in|sure Partner
mands are increasing, the company offers you a complete solution that
processes are becoming more com- provides optimal support during your
plex. The topic of big data is coming processing procedures.
into focus again and again. The
amount of data that must be mana- Use in|sure Partner according to your
ged is increasing. But the functions own needs: as an independent partof old systems are often no longer ner system in an existing IT system
sufficient. In order to remain suc- landscape, as a central company
cessful in the long run, an intelligent application or in combination with
system that can satisfy the current other components from the in|sure
and future requirements is indis- product family.
pensable. 				

in|sure Partner
is a division-independent partner system for insurance companies to maintain and save customer data (policyholders,
insured people, premium payers, etc.) with their respective
reference to the actuarial applications..
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The features
In contrast to historically grown partner systems, in|sure Partner is based
on a consistent partner and role concept. The system will be completely
connected to your actuarial applications and thereby permits a holistic
view of your customers. From creation to the change and query up to
the deletion of blocking of personal
data compliant with data protection
regulations, in|sure Partner offers
complete data management.
Functions:
Creation of personal data from
legal and natural people
Creation of communication connections to the customer

Furthermore, in|sure Partner also
offers:
Uniform view of the customers
(360-degree view)
Search through different combinations of saved data (also wildcards or phonetic similarity)
Duplicate checking, merging and
separation without integration
of technical systems (for example, inventory management)
Inspection and completion of
mailing addresses and bank data
(existing solutions can be connected, for example, Uniserv,
adressware, Datafactory Streetcode, etc.)

Illustration of possible bank accounts with primary intended
purposes (collection/disbursement)
Illustration of partner roles that
are maintained through the division/policy/claims system
Illustration of relationships between partners without actuarial
dependencies
Maintenance of customer contacts (letter, telephone, etc.)
SEPA mandates both as a framework and individual mandate

in|sure Partner
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The advantages
in|sure Partner is not just a link between divisional systems, but rather
also for the collection/disbursement as well as output/input management. All data can be entered,
displayed and changed through a
user-friendly interface. in|sure Partner supports users with clear dialogs
and process steps. Thanks to the
service-oriented architecture as well
as the concept of the flexible interface adapter, you have countless
possibilities for integrating in|sure
Partner into your existing system
landscape. Both synchronous and
asynchronous processes from any
peripheral systems can be easily
connected. In a heterogenous environment, companies can operate
online and batch interfaces parallel
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to each other. in|sure Partner is also
suitable for application worlds that
are undergoing a process of structural change. In particular movements
in the valueadded chain and/or completely new process requirements
are made possible through this.

Cross-Selling potential
Through the holistic view of your customers, you can detect their needs
early on and take corresponding action.

in|sure Partner

Data security

Connected

In particular critical information or
information particular to the division
can be illustrated outside of the system without showing individual customer amendments in the partner
system and thereby overloading the
actual partner system.

The partner administration allows the
connection of different departments,
an automatic updating of datasets to
the current status and therefore synergies in case processing.

Consistent

Independent

Simultaneously, our software offers
consist personal data beyond all divisions with a possible use of existing
test systems

in|sure Partner is not dependent on
the other products from the in|sure
family, but rather can also be used as
an independent component in your
company.

Holistic

360-degree view

in|sure Partner allows the central
and complete execution of changes
(also in the future) for the entire
company and all divisions. Your consultant does not have to wait until
the change date has been reached,
but rather can submit the change for
the future.

in|sure Partner offers a 360-degree
view of your customers. This allows
you to quickly access information regarding the role the customer plays
for your company or which roles (for
example, policyholder, insured person,
premium payer) the customer takes
on. You also have the possibility to
continue further processing from in|sure Partner related to the context of
the respective application (for example, in the respective policy or claims
system).

in|sure Partner
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The technology
Just like all products from the in|sure
family, we continue to develop in|sure Partner constantly in order to
provide you have a product that is
always state of the art. All in|sure
products are based on the same framework.

JSF / AJAX for the presentation
layer
JEE components for technical
logic
Persistence layer with JPA /
Hibernate

in|sure Partner is a multi-layer, scalable web application with an open
source framework. The system is based on future-proof Java technology
and is completely ready for release.

Relational DBMS: Oracle, DB/2,
etc.
Portability in cloud technology

Interfaces:
Service-oriented interfaces

Interfaces to determine technical
logic / adapter concept

EJB Session Beans
Insurance
No. assignment

Test
systems

Customer
portal

Statistics

Authorization

Policy
system

in|sure

Print

Partner
Collection/
disbursement

Claims
system

Old
address
system

ZFA/ZFP
Optical
archive
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Agency
system
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The extra
Within the scope of our partnership
forums, we offer you the possibility
to actively cooperate in the enhancement of our products in agreement
with user needs.
This has other advantages:
faster provision of new features
inexpensive
development
through cost sharing
secure identification and implementation of industry-wide requirements (for example, regulatory changes)

With the decision for in|sure Partner, we guarantee you our complete support during integration. This,
of course, includes the migration of
your existing data. You decide if the
migration should be performed on
demand or through a different strategy. With a team of experienced developers, consultants and insurance
experts, we perform the change
process together with you on site.
This ensures a smooth integration of
your new partner system and makes
it easier to begin using in|sure Partner on a daily basis.

Do you want to find out more about
in|sure Partner?
We are looking forward to hearing
from you!

adesso insurance solutions GmbH
Adessoplatz 1
44269 Dortmund
T +49 231 7000 - 8000
F +49 231 7000 - 1000
E info@adesso-insurance-solutions.de
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www.adesso-insure.de

